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Why Invest in
Developing Asia?

This is our second paper in our three-part-series on the recalibration of investment tools and reevaluation of portfolio
design. Please note, this paper was originally produced in mid-March 2020 in the early days of the Coronavirus crisis.
In our opinion, the conclusions are still valid. We have updated some of our analysis in a more recent paper
“Investing Internationally in the Post-Coronavirus Era”, which is posted to our website.

The Ideal Stock Market?
If one had to design the ideal stock market, what would it look
like?
It would have to oﬀer a sizable number of securi es, to enable
the most skilled investors to build diﬀeren ated por olios;
provide suﬃcient liquidity, to allow flexibility in sizing
posi ons; present valuable trading ineﬃciencies and frequent
mispricing of stocks, to be exploited through fundamental
research; exhibit a high dispersion of returns, favoring
talented stock pickers over index huggers; and be supported
by a steady stream of fund inflows from large allocators.
Most importantly, the ideal stock market would benefit from
secular growth trends enabling companies to compound
earnings over me, thus favoring investors with a long-term
horizon; it would also oﬀer very a rac ve valua ons, se ng
the founda on for significant stock returns.
Equity markets in India, Southeast Asia and China exhibit all
these characteris cs. In our judgment, they represent the
most a rac ve universe for investors today.
Broad and deep markets. Equity markets in developing
Asia oﬀer a much larger universe of stocks than the
markets in the United States, with more than 5,000
companies publicly listed in India, about 5,000 in China,
and around 4,400 trading on the various stock exchanges
of Southeast Asia. With growth booming across the
region, more companies are listed every year and the
universe of poten al investments is steadily expanding.
Market capitaliza on is sizable. The total market value of
Chinese stocks trading in Shanghai, Shenzhen and Hong Kong
is currently around $11 trillion, and daily trading volumes
are actually higher than in the United States. Markets in
India and Southeast Asia together represent close to $4
trillion in addi onal capitaliza on. While small- and midcap companies do not always oﬀer enough liquidity for
large foreign investors, they form an a rac ve universe for
bou que investment firms with a manageable pool of assets.

Trading ineﬃciencies. Markets in the region are not well
researched and stocks are not priced eﬃciently. In Southeast
Asia, the percentage of stocks covered by at least one research
analyst ranges from only 6% in Bangladesh to about 34% in
Malaysia, compared with more than 80% in the United
States. Markets are also vola le, as price movements are
o en driven by non-fundamental factors. Thus, in Chinese
domes c markets, more than 80% of trading is done by retail
investors rather than professionals. This environment creates
a lot of opportuni es for fundamental investors to buy shares
of a rac ve companies at mes when they trade much
below their intrinsic value.
High dispersion of returns. One should not invest in developing
Asia through indices. Markets in the region are weighted by
large, state-owned enterprises that represent the past rather
than the future.
Asian markets are also characterized by a very high dispersion
of returns, with winners producing outsized returns and
losers sharp losses. Equity indices end up delivering mediocre
averages. As in many emerging countries, market dynamics
in developing Asia favor selec ve stock pickers over index
huggers.
Suppor ve fund flows. China’s economy is more than 60%
of the size of the United States’ economy, yet the weight of
the Chinese domes c markets in the MSCI ACWI index is
smaller than the weight assigned to the Swiss stock market.
We define Southeast Asia as the combination of (from west to
east): Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Thailand, Cambodia, Laos,
Vietnam, Malaysia, Singapore, the Philippines and Indonesia. All of
these countries have economies and populations relevant to our
investment thesis, although not all of them offer direct investment
opportunities.
We define developing Asia as the combination of India, Southeast
Asia and China.
There are actually more companies publicly listed in India, but
many do not offer any meaningful liquidity.
Compared with $29 trillion in the United States, all data as of
March 20, 2020.
Source: AIMS Asset Management Sdn Bhd (as of August 2019).
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India’s weight in the benchmark is smaller than Ireland’s, and
Southeast Asia, whose aggregate GDP would make it the 5th
largest economy in the world, has an aggregate weight in
the MSCI ACWI index equivalent to that of the Netherlands.
In the coming years, one would expect a significant tailwind
of capital flows into developing Asia as index providers such
as MSCI adjust their cons tuent weights to reflect more fairly
the market capitaliza ons, economic sizes and investment
opportuni es in the region.

While the “rise of the Asian urban middle class” may be a
cliché, it is nevertheless real, as anyone who has traveled to
Shanghai, Jakarta, Mumbai or Bangkok over the past 30 years
can tes fy.
Chart 1, which depicts the growth of consump on by the
middle class in Asia speaks for itself. By 2050, Asia (ex-Japan)
will represent between 60% and 70% of the world’s middle
class consump on. Surely, this has to be one of the most
powerful long-term economic trends in the world today.

Long-term growth. Equity markets in developing Asia are
benefi ng from secular growth trends, as the region is
experiencing a wave of social and economic transforma ons
taking place on a massive scale. These follow the path
previously taken by Japan in the 1950’s and ‘60’s, followed by
the emergence of the so-called “Asian Tigers” in the 1970’s
and ‘80’s.

Asia represents a long-term investment, not a short-term
trade, and the drivers of change should remain in place
for several decades, as we discuss in our three papers
(i) The Base Case for India, (ii) The Case for Selec ve
Investments in Southeast Asia, and (iii) The Base Case for
China, all available on our website. Asia is evolving very
quickly and crea ng a once-in-a-genera on opportunity.

Chart 1: Shares of Global Middle Class Consump on
Overall, we believe that the stock markets of India, Southeast
Asia and China represent an ideal hun ng ground for investors
seeking to generate signifi cant capital apprecia on from
equity securi es.
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The current market turmoil created by Coronavirus, however
tragic its context may be, has resulted in valua ons that are in
many cases lower than at the bo om of the Global Financial
Crisis in 2008-2009, and represents a very a rac ve entry
point for those with a long-term investment horizon.
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Source: OECD Development Center Working Paper #285. While
this research paper is rela vely dated, we believe that the
conclusions of its 40-year forecast, produced in 2010, remain valid.
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